Session 3 – Raiders of the Lost Artifact  
July 20-31, 2015

CLASS HIGHLIGHTS

Groups: Huskies and Bulldogs

Drama/Storymaking with Dora Lanier  
We’re going to search out who, what, when, and where – keep on digging and scheme from there! We’ll jump back in time to see if we can meet up with a few ancient artifacts that need to tell us their story. Use improvisational games and skits to create character, situation and conflict. We will play a game called “Anything Speaks,” where an object tells us its history, what it did, where it was used, who owned it and how it was used. As actors we can turn ourselves into artifacts and explore by using character interviews, map making, and mazes.

Art/Science with Clara Hanson  
We'll hop in our Time Machine and journey back in history! We'll “dig” into the past as we uncover artifacts and fossils! We'll be archaeologists, paleontologists and cultural anthropologists! Oh My!

Groups: Bison, Tigers, Rams and Hawks

Art with Amy Beck  
Grab your tools and get ready to dig into come creative fun! In art we will use different mediums to create some of our own 'ARTifacts.' We’ll travel back in time through sketches, prints, rubbings, paper mache, and other imaginative projects. Who knows what talents we may uncover as we explore the past!

Drama with Angela Kelley  
Deep in the bowels of an ancient volcano lurks a tale, (or tail) as old as the hills themselves! Join us as the legend of Dogzilla unfolds! We will adapt Dav Pilkey’s charming book from the page to stage. Beware! You might get blasted with doggie breath! Rated EG for extremely goofy.

Storymaking with Mercedes Diggs  
"Can you DIG IT? Join me on an imaginary adventure where archaeologists unearth a deeply buried ancient civilization in a tropical rain forest! Learn how scientists make educated guesses about how artifacts were used and how people in ancient times lived. We'll make our own guesses and write up our creative stories about artifacts we're finding from this exciting archaeological site. There is no end to our discoveries and hypotheses. This is one adventure you're sure to dig!"
Groups: Bears, Panthers, Eagles and Lions

Science with Julie Schmick
Calling ALL Raiders.....get your "ologist" on as the search for artifacts will happen as we transform into seismologists, volcanologists, geologists, sedimentologists, technologists, and more! We will research, discover, and create artifacts as we create Lego treasure maps and capture our journey and treasures using stop motion animation!

Art with Alisha Dall’Osto
What are artifacts and what do we learn from studying them? In this session we will explore ways that human beings have made tools and objects using the materials available to them. As we study the objects and techniques used by people around the world, students will be challenged to use common materials found in nature and our homes to figure out how to make paints, brushes, carving tools, and materials for designing and weaving objects of our own invention.

Creative Writing with Andrea Johnson
Travel back in time with me in Creative Writing, to explore the wonders of the universe . . . Egypt has many mysteries and lost treasures. Help me unveil the many secrets that remain in the pyramids and tombs. What will your mummy say? What ancient language will you discover? We will be investigating the ruins of ancient times and creating our own stories to unlock the secrets of the past. Can you read hieroglyphics? Have you ever made your own alphabet? You will get a chance to do both!

Drama with Terence Kelley
In the deep winter of northern Europe, Dr. Henry Jones Jr. is about to undergo one of the most harrowing archaeological digs of his career! Now your child will travel along with Dr. Jones, let’s see if they claim the idol of purest gold! You'll be amazed as you see the good Dr. climb ancient monuments and unlock secrets long lost to us regular folk. Look out, is that a sinister scientist lurking behind that Mayan statuary? Let's hope the kids get there first, who knows what “mummy” may think. Dangers afoot. Come with us if you dare!

Science with Sidney Deering
Earthquakes and volcanoes! Cedar and salmon! The Ice Age to the Space Age! In the Pacific Northwest, science and society connect in many fascinating ways. We will learn about the exciting geology around us and the plants and animals that are so deeply connected to the people of the region.

KIDS IN MOTION with Nessa Goldman (All Groups)
This session we will see just how sneaky we can be. How quietly can we move? How quickly can we move? How quietly can we move while going quickly? We will engage in pursuits that will highlight the balance between speed and silence. Kids will test their agility and flexibility through games and activities. Challenges will range from cooperative to independent and everyone will have an opportunity to discover their strengths.